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The 19th Australian Miniature Traction
Engine Rally was held in Wauchope,
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as well as a very large collection of
machinery and items relating to the
pioneer timber cutting industry. It is in
the middle of tall, lush forest and it
provided an ideal setting for more than
30 miniature traction engines and road
steam vehicles that were present.
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Minutes of October General Meeting

by Andrew Manning

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER 2007

NEW BUSINESS

Chaired by Milton Smith.
This meeting immediately followed the AGM.

Ron Date discussed the increased work load at this
time of year required to keep grounds neat.

The Minutes of the General Meeting held on 14 September
were accepted as presented — G. Palmer, P. Costall.

Bore restoration needs to be a priority. It may be
necessary to have it reworked.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES

The need for additional passenger cars
highlighted last run day. All were in use.

Portable track for AMRA — Committee has agreed to a
proposal by Ken Austin to fund the portable track
construction until AMRA 2008, when he will be
reimbursed in full.

Ron Collins and Paul Costall volunteered to build two
passenger cars if they were given drawings.

Club Petrol Loco is progressing — Jim Clark and Ken
Austin are working on it each Saturday.

Jim Clark – Cylinder and trunk guide assembly for
3” Allchin traction engine. A fine piece of work.

Steaming bay and turntable — Tony Jones is progressing
work. We have secured a donation of bricks from Midland
Brick and will purchase an additional pallet.

Milton Smith — Scale damper control of BR design
for his 5”Super Simplex loco to operate with his
rocking grate and ash-pan also displayed. The
assembly is very detailed.

Andrew Manning outlined the scope of the grant
application and estimated cost. Ron Date moved a vote of
thanks. Carried by acclamation.
Secretary summarised the correspondence received for the
month.

was

MODEL ENGINEERING

Meeting closed at 9:10 pm and members enjoyed a
chat and coffee through to 10:30 pm.
Andrew Manning, Secretary

TREASURER’S REPORT
Current funds Income for month Outgoings for month Commitments Available funds –
Current Membership –

$ 3556
$ 1729
$ 976
$ 1000
$ 3309
37

The last public run-day produced an income of $950.

Public Run Day - Duty Roster
The following members are rostered for the Public Run
Day on Sunday 25 November:
Duty Officer — Phill Gibbons
Station — John Shugg, Geoff Windsor
Morning setup — B. Lawrie, A. Manning
Afternoon to put gear away — C. Jarman, R. Collins.
If you are on the roster and you cannot attend please
arrange for another member to cover for you.
The assistance of other members would be greatly
appreciated — don’t leave it all to the dedicated few. Even
if you can only spare a couple of hours, how about it?
This is the last of the previously published roster days.
I will put out a new roster for next year in January.
Andrew Manning
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Vandal-proofing the boundary fence. Work continues on fixing
steel rails along the bottom of the fence to prevent vandals from
prizing the pickets loose to gain entry to the grounds.
Photo: Milton Smith

NEWS ITEMS WANTED
Items are needed for Steamlines. How about a few
words and photos showing your current project?
Or a short article on how you solved some workshop
problem?
Please email to jimclark@tpg.com.au
or post c/o Secretary, PO Box 681, Balcatta, WA 6914
STEAMLINES November 2007

President’s Annual Report for 2007
The past year has been “the best of times and the worst
of times.” The problems that made it “the worst of times”
are now in the past where they should be left, except to
acknowledge the tremendous input to the club of its
founding President, Doug Baker, who resigned in July.
The AMRA participation this year, as we all know,
presented us with several problems, and our sincere
thanks are due to Castledare Miniature Railway and to
Steve Reeves for the gift of and loan of about 90’ of
ground level 5” and 7 ¼” Gauge track. A great team of
members in the week prior to AMRA shortened the track
into suitable lengths, added fishplates and painted it to
make it suitable for ground level running. Castledare also
loaned us a 7¼” gauge riding car, which we were
allowed to paint and add NDMES on one side. Tony
Jones showed a flare for expert lettering. The wagon also
had to be prepared to hold a gas cylinder. Thanks also go
to David Naeser for checking, preparing some sketches
and making the final safety inspection. Phil Gibbons also
loaned us his 7¼” riding car. The ground level operation
proved so practical that Ken Austin is now proceeding
with the design and manufacture of a suitable light and
portable ground level track.
In early August, the 40’ Seatainer was delivered and
placed in position and is now being fitted out with
shelving. John Shugg and Paul James have been welding
the supports in place. Ken Austin has provided door
frames to enable access on the southern side. Once the
container was in place, we were able to have the fence
erected, thus delineating our new boundary with the
BMX, an extra 2.5 metres. Also a huge tree had to be
removed. No mention here will be made of the name of
the well known member who is fond of chainsaws! We
acknowledge the generosity of the BMX in granting us
the 2.5 metres.
Work is proceeding on the development of the grounds.
The track building jig is now in place in the steaming
bay. Work is proceeding with regard to the GLT and this
includes the painting of the turntable, the cleaning up of
the turntable pit, design of access to the turntable and its
implementation. Applications have been lodged for
grants from the Lotteries Commission (site works and
road vehicle track) and the City of Stirling for other work
connected with the GLT. Andrew Manning has done a
lot of work in preparing these submissions.
Ken Austin and Jim Clark are working on the design and
building of a petrol loco. The purchase of the Honda
motor for this was arranged through Paul James. The
Honda people gave us a considerable refund on the
purchase price.
This is a “club” loco, and thus we may get a “tap on the
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by Milton Smith

shoulder.” Phil Gibbons is doing some work on the loco
at present.
We must acknowledge the support of the City of
Stirling and in particular Jim McNeilly. The “Clubs
Forever” programme which he and Kendra Koranis run
is of great help and we attend all the relevant meetings.
When it came to removing the stump from the tree
referred to earlier, the City came to our aid, because the
stump was not suitable for mulching. A ring to Mr
Graeme Fuller of the City’s Parks and Garden
Department had a truck on site within a few minutes.
Again, they have been of help in supplying materials to
make the southern boundary more secure. This project
is not yet complete.
The club was represented at a meeting with the City of
Stirling concerning the Men in Sheds development in
the south west corner of the BMX site. We are not
involved in any way, but the development may prove to
be mutually beneficial.
There are many people to thank. Our Secretary, Andrew
Manning; the Treasurer, John Shugg; the Committee
Members; Jim Crawford who keeps an eye on the
maintenance of the boiler water collection system; John
Hudson, who is a reliable helper in keeping the grounds
tidy as are a number of others, including Ron Date; Stan
Brown, who wields a paint brush on the picnic area
fencing; Geoff Winsor, who has helped in rubbish
removal; Ian Huxtable, who is setting up the workshop
area; Dennis Lord, who keeps the batteries charged;
Jim Crawford’s wife Jenny and daughter Kathy who
have been helping in the canteen on run-days; Ian
Allison; who makes sure that there is gas in the
cylinders — where does one stop! The list goes on and
gives us all an idea of how the club works — members
doing what they can, when they can, to help the whole.
In the coming year, the new committee will have plenty
on its plate. Some of these items are:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completion of passenger car traverser
Complete fitting out of the container
Paving the grassed area outside the clubrooms
Complete station fencing
Attend to safety fences in the cutting
Refurbish reticulation system—bore may need to be
re-drilled
Provide roof supports for rain water tanks to stop
contamination
Straighten and remove bumps in track adjacent to the
picnic area
Replace taps in new steaming bay with ball valves
and fix electrics
Dispose of rail coach
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President's Annual Report 2007
(Continued from page 3)
• Construct new vehicle path /passenger area in NW

corner of site
• Replace floor planking on rail bridge
Jobs that have been completed or are near completion
are:•
•
•
•

Roller door to close of workshop facility
Flammable liquids storage facility
Rubbish removal
Refurbishment of passenger access steps

My thanks are given to all members for their support
during the past year.
Milton Smith, President
12th October 2007

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE
Annual subscriptions to the Society are due and payable
as of the October AGM. The fee for 2007-08 was
retained at $100, which essentially covers insurance
costs and little else.
Most of the Society’s revenue for maintenance and
general improvements is raised from Public Run days
and paid Birthday Party events, plus the annual AMRA
run, so your participation in organising, preparing for,
and running these activities is much appreciated.
If you have not already paid, please pay at Friday’s
General Meeting, or send your cheque c/o President,
NDMES, PO Box 681, Balcatta WA 6914.
The final date by which renewals must be received is
12 January 2008 in order to maintain your membership.

President’s Report for November

by Milton Smith

(A further update since the President’s Annual Report).

a technical nature are also interesting.

Since the AGM work has been progressing steadily in a
number of areas. We now have an external storage for
our fuels. This is located near the tanks and has been
painted green to blend in with the surroundings. A very
prominent red plastic protected waterproof lock can be
seen easily at quite a distance though. Ian will be putting
the official hazard signage on the storage facility in due
course. The key for access is on the key rack, and has a
purple tag.

The last public run day proved to be financially
moderately successful, and there was a good turnout of
members. However loco-wise there were a few
problems: Ron’s C32 had to be taken off the track and
the battery loco had a problem with its thyristor
(“thyroid gland”), necessitating it being also taken off
the track. Hopefully Dr. Dennis will be able to get it
restored to full health and strength without a long stay in
“hospital.”

Tony Jones and his helpers have been busy doing work
on preparing facilities in the steaming bay for the
Ground Level Track. It all looks very impressive.

We have had some enquiries from potential new
members which is encouraging.

Ken Austin, besides donating the material for the access
door to the container, has donated two solid steel work
benches to the club, and we give him our thanks.
Incidentally, Ken is somewhat restricted at the moment
as he has his arm in a sling. The repair process is coming
along nicely. We wish him a speedy recovery to full
mobility.
The reticulation system has been giving some trouble
recently. Ron Date spent the best part of a recent Sunday
doctoring the bore with a special preparation, this did
help a bit. Further investigations will need to be made to
see what we have to do to get the system working. There
just may be a leak in the system, but the head of water
may not be enough, though the pump seems to be in
enough water and the water table does not appear to
have dropped.
I am very grateful for Jim Clark’s willingness to take on
again the editorship of Steamlines. All editors need
words and pictures to be able to “edit.” Please feel free
to submit material to him about you projects. Articles of
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A reminder! Subscriptions are now due and need to be
paid before the expiry period which is, at the latest, 3
months after the AGM which makes the final date for
payment the 12th January 2008.
Milton Smith, President.

Sandgroper’s Weekend
The 4th Sandgroper’s Gathering will be held at the
South West Model Engineers Association in Bunbury
this coming weekend 10 — 11 November. It is also the
SWME’s 25th anniversary celebration. This has been a
popular and very enjoyable weekend in past years, and
this one promises to be the same.
Nearby, Yarloop Workshops will be steaming up their
collection of large stationary steam engines on the
Sunday between 10:00 am and 3:00 pm. They are well
worth a visit while you’re down Bunbury way.
If you haven’t already registered for the Sandgroper’s
weekend and want to attend, please contact Jeff Clifton
on 9725 1994 asap. See you there!
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‘Springbok’ Trials

Andrew Manning takes his recently acquired "Springbok" for a test run on Sunday 14th October.
There is still considerable "work in progress" needed before the loco can be out-shopped.

Photo: John Shugg

Super Simplex

Above and right: The loco "Andrew G Trigg" which is Milton Smith’s 2-6-0 version of "Simplex".
Photos: Milton Smith
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Timbertown Traction Engine Rally (cont)….

by Jim Clark

(Continued from page 1)

The village roads and the tracks through the
surrounding forest were great for drivers to
take their engines on interesting and
challenging runs, and for spectators to
watch.
There was a most convivial camp dinner on
Saturday night, put on for us by the
Timbertown Steam and Oil Engine society,
and cooked over camp ovens in the light of
the full moon (and the lights of a small
generator) under the trees in the heritage
park. There were approximately 140 meals
served on the night, so it was a very good
turnout, considering that not everyone who
attended the rally also came to the dinner.
One of the highlights for me was the Grand
Parade through the streets of Timbertown
village on the Sunday morning, which
culminated in a circuit of the parade ground and a lineup for a group photo opportunity of all the engines in
steam. It was a wonderful sight to see so many engines
of all sizes chuffing their way along the streets and past
the old buildings. The final line-up is shown in the photo
on page 7.
As Timbertown is a full time tourist attraction in
northern NSW, there was a good public presence on
both days, and their experiences were no doubt
considerably enhanced by the spectacle of all the road
steam and traction engine activity on that weekend.
Thanks to Jim Brydon and his organisation for setting up
the event, and for their friendliness and hospitality.

Big Boy’s Toys — a 11/2“ scale Allchin proves its capabilities.

Next year’s rally is at Clare in South Australia, and the
year following it will be in Queensland. So for those of
us here in WA who either own road steam vehicles, or
are building traction engines, it will be the best
opportunity for some time to come for us to participate
with a steam vehicle in this significant annual event. It’s
a long drive to South Australia, but not nearly such a
long drive as NSW or Queensland.
So mark the 20th Miniature Traction Engine Rally down
in your calendar now, and see you there next year!
Jim Clark

Another test of strength —
the driver of one of the 4” scale
engines decided to tackle the
log pulling demonstration, and
he completed a couple of
circuits of the parade ground
hauling this huge log, which is
normally pulled around by a
bullock team.
Photo: Jim Clark
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Making your own Springs
Well, I did have a long article on building water gauges.
But it was lying around for so long that I lost it. So here
is a short one on Springs.

by Phill Gibbons

Hole

When you need a spring, you usually can’t buy what
you want. Taking your time, petrol, etc. into account, by
the time you find it, it has cost you a fortune.
Spring wire in various sizes of steel and stainless steel is
cheap and readily available from our regular suppliers.
How to do it.
I needed some stainless springs to hold the balanced
slide valves on their faces and work against O-ring
resistance. I had 8 of them to make in half an hour. The
requirements were 1/4” OD, 0.032” diameter wire and
0.125” pitch, right hand wound.
I got a piece of silver steel 1/8” diameter, 4” long, and
centred one end. I drilled a cross-hole 1/2” from the other
end. Then I set the mandrel up in the 3-jaw lathe chuck
as shown in the following diagram, with the hole about
1
/4” out from the jaws.

Now you will need two small flat pieces of wood to fit
under the toolpost screws. These will sandwich the
spring wire as shown in the next diagram. Nip the
toolpost screws down with the end of the wire sticking
out about 1” or so.

Wood strips

Wind in the cross-feed to engage the end of the wire in
the cross-hole in the mandrel. Start the lathe in the
slowest forward speed with screw cutting engaged and
going in reverse away from the chuck. I set up for 8 tpi
screw cutting, to get the pitch of 0.125” that I wanted.
The wood strips should be tight enough to hold the
spring wire in tension and let it feed onto the mandrel
smoothly. To get a small section of parallel windings at
the start, wind the compound slide toward the chuck
while the first couple of turns are going on. Then allow
the screw cutting feed to put on the number of turns for
the required length of your spring. Disengage the feed
on the last turn so you get a small section of parallel
windings at the end as well.
Cut off the wire, cut the piece going into the hole,
remove the spring, feed the wire end back into the hole
and ditto repeat for as many as you need.
Next time we will talk about adjusting the pressure each
wire will exert as a spring by changing the diameter or
winding pitch, and left and right hand windings.

Timbertown Traction Engine Rally
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Wire

Phill Gibbons
(cont)....
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Track Site Progress

Northern Districts Model
Engineering Society Inc.
Track Site:Vasto Place
Balcatta
Western Austra lia
Site phone: 9349 0693
All correspondence to:PO Box 681
Balcatta
Western Austra lia 6914

Above: A view from the BMX side,
with the storage container in place
and a new dividing fence erected.
Photo: Milton Smith
Right: Arrival of the new lathe
for the Society’s workshop.
Photo: Milton Smith

Grounds Projects
We are just about ready to cut in the side door of the
container and install a ramp. The container will then be
ready for service and external painting. We will then be in
a better position to use the workshop and can finally
arrange for removal of the coach.
Tony Jones is pushing ahead with the start of the ground
level track and steaming bays, up to and including the
turntable. The steaming bay is looking more like a steel
fabrication shop on workdays at present.
We are in trouble with the reticulation system again — the
pump delivery has dropped to about a third of original
flow. There seems to be plenty of clean water in the bore,
it is not running dry. If any one has a redundant working
bore pump that we could have, it may save us lots of
dollars.
Andrew Manning

POSITIONS VACANT
Wanted — Treasurer to maintain the Society’s
financial affairs.
At the present time the Society does not have a
Treasurer. We seriously do need a volunteer.
If you think you might be able to help, please contact
the President or Secretary for details.

DISCLAIMER
Steamlines is the newsletter of the Northern Districts Model Engineering Society Inc. and is published by volunteers for the sole purpose of
disseminating news and information relating to the hobby of model engineering for the personal enjoyment of interested parties.
Any statements made or information given are the personal opinions of the individuals credited and do not represent the policy, procedures or
position of the Society or of any other organisations on any matter unless they are specifically identified as being formal statements on behalf
of the Society or such statements are credited to an elected representative of the Society’s executive acting in their official capacity.
Any photographs published may have been taken out of context or edited or modified to enhance their entertainment value or visual appeal and
do not implicitly or explicitly depict the standard operating practices and safe working procedures of the Society. Copyright remains with the
original authors and the content must not be reproduced in whole or part for any purpose other than the personal entertainment of the recipient.
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